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Welcome!

〉We appreciate your attendance. Please reference the 
Meeting Information Sheet for further information.

〉Hybrid meeting format
〉Meeting Rules of Conduct
 Be respectful and courteous of others
 Keep yourself on mute / turn off your video to lessen 

distractions
 Wait for your turn for your question to be asked
 If your question does not get addressed during the 

meeting, the planning team will respond in a timely 
manner
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〉 How to ask questions:
〉 If participating virtually, 

please send in 
questions to Amanda 
Zullo in the "Chat" 
feature – OR – use the 
"raise your hand" 
feature

〉 If participating at an in-
person venue, please 
write down your 
questions on the note 
card provided and bring 
your questions to your 
meeting venue’s 
moderator
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Amanda Zullo
Moffatt & Nichol

Meet Tonight's Speakers 
& Moderators
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Mike Robinson
Moffatt & Nichol

Lisa Craig
The Craig Group

Dawn York
Moffatt & Nichol

Colleen Roberts
City of New Bern

Amanda 
Ohlensehlen
City of New Bern
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Ways to Get Informed & Involved
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〉Complete our public participation survey 
by 9/24

〉Subscribe to our mailing list
〉Visit our project webpage often
〉Get social!
〉Email us: resiliency@newbernnc.gov

〉Please visit www.newbernnc.gov/resiliency to 
learn more about the project, access all project 
resources, and take the survey

〉 Community Survey 
Metrics:
〉 151 participants so far
〉 The survey takes

approximately 10-
12 min. to complete
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Overview

〉First Public Meeting for the Resiliency and Hazard 
Mitigation Planning Project

〉We will provide about 20 minutes of information 
followed by about 10 minutes of Q&A

〉The presentation will repeat at the bottom of the hour 
for those that can join later

〉More information is available on our City of New Bern 
Resiliency web page

〉Thank you for participating in this virtual format!
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〉 Resiliency web page
〉 Public Participation 

Survey
〉 Frequently Asked 

Questions
〉 Email list for project 

updates
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What is the goal of this project?

To develop a citywide 
Resiliency and Hazard Mitigation Plan

to increase community resilience to flooding, 
including sea level rise and climate change, 
through an engaged stakeholder process
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〉 Municipal-level detail
〉 Overall community 

resilience
〉 Focusing primarily on the 

flood hazard for this phase
〉 Future conditions
〉 Public involvement, 

stakeholder engagement, 
and interagency 
coordination
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What are our objectives?
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〉 Social and community 
health programming

〉 Land-use regulatory 
changes

〉 Large-scale 
infrastructure projects

〉 Green infrastructure 
practices

〉 Nature-based solutions
〉 Take into account 

community values

Create a Resiliency 
Framework

 Avoid hazards when 
possible
 Withstand future 

events
 Support post-disaster 

recovery
 “Build Back Better” at 

the citizen, business, 
and municipal levels

Develop Strategic 
Initiatives

 Routine (day-to-day) 
activities
 Highly feasible

solutions
 More ambitious

solutions
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What will we focus on?

〉Underserved and socially vulnerable populations
〉Historic properties and cultural resources
〉Economic resilience in historic main street and 
commercial areas

〉Green and hybrid infrastructure solutions
〉More self-reliance and less reliance on Federal 
support following future disasters

〉Land use changes to improve resiliency
〉Coordination within and beyond the city limits
〉Community Rating System (CRS) participation 
under the National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP)
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〉 Regional Resilience 
Tool Kit

〉 12 North Carolina State 
Disaster Recovery 
Framework Recovery 
Support Functions

〉 6 FEMA Recovery 
Support Functions

〉 NFIP Floodplain 
Management Guidelines

〉 National Park Service 
flooding adaptation 
guidance
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Some Key Definitions
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〉 Resiliency has many 
different definitions 

〉 Resiliency takes into 
account sudden shocks 
and chronic stressors

〉What is resiliency?
 The ability to withstand, recover and respond more 

quickly and effectively following an event

〉What is hazard mitigation?
 Any action taken to reduce or eliminate the loss of life or 

property due to natural hazards
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What is a 
vulnerability assessment?
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〉 Our next public meeting 
will focus heavily on the 
preliminary findings of 
our flood vulnerability 
assessment

〉 You will have an 
opportunity to provide 
information that will 
help finalize that 
assessment

• The presence of people and 
assets that could be affected by a 
flood event

Exposure

• The susceptibility of those assets 
to a flood eventVulnerability

• The likelihood of occurrence
and the potential consequencesRisk
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〉Virtual and online opportunities
 Virtual meetings through Zoom or WebEx
 Project information website
 Presentations
 Social media such as Facebook and Twitter
 Public participation surveys
 Press releases
 Other opportunities

How can you get informed 
and involved?
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〉 Community engagement 
relies heavily on various 
forms of outreach

〉 We’ve been living in a 
digital age for decades. 
Now, due to COVID, our 
reliance on technology 
is more important than 
before

〉 Factoring numerous 
communication 
channels ensures our 
messaging is reaching 
more people in various 
demographics
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〉In-person opportunities (when possible)
 Public “town hall” style meetings
 Interviews with community leaders
 Stakeholder discussions
 Different approaches with different groups

〉Printed materials (where possible)
 Posters/flyers at public locations
 Meeting announcements
 Hardcopy surveys
 Project information for educational purposes
 Information kiosk
 Door hangers or mailed information

Community Engagement 
Opportunities
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〉 In-person outreach, if 
possible, provides more 
connection, more trust, 
and more synergy 
between the public and 
the project team

〉 Community 
engagement relies 
heavily on various forms 
of outreach
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Your voice matters!
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〉 Community Survey #1 
shows:

〉 78% of participants live in 
New Bern

〉 67% do not live in a 
floodplain, but 87% are 
very concerned and have 
been impacted by flooding 
caused by hurricanes and 
storms

〉 80% believe New Bern 
should regulate new 
construction/ 
redevelopment to 
incorporate flood protection 
measures 

〉 Take the Survey!
〉 www.newbernnc.gov/resiliency

“My greatest concerns about how future flooding and storms will 
impact New Bern/Craven County are…”

 “Making sure our local City and County government leaders, both 
elected and key staff, are working with state and regional leaders to 
make New Bern/Craven County better prepared and more resilient to 
flooding that will only increase as the climate changes.”

 “That resiliency plan does not adversely impact underserved 
communities. Funding and prioritizing projects based on what is best 
for entire city.”

 “My home and others in my neighborhood will flood again. Can't 
mentally or physically handle another flood.”

 “…I would hate to see lack of planning and forethought result in the 
destruction of the beautiful downtown historic buildings and 
general infrastructure.”
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Project Schedule
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〉 Three (3) meetings for 
the public to participate 
in the planning process 
and provide meaningful 
feedback for the plan 
effort

〉 Three (3) surveys to 
align with the public 
meetings for the public 
to share information

〉 Public meetings to 
occur in September '20, 
January '21, and June 
'21

〉 Schedule to adjust on an 
as needed basis
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Your engagement will result in...

〉New Bern's first Resiliency and Hazard 
Mitigation Plan

〉An interactive vulnerability assessment tool
〉Ongoing community involvement
〉A more resilient New Bern!
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〉 Many times the process 
used to develop a plan 
is as important as the 
plan itself 
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Q&A

〉Reminder: Meeting Rules of Conduct
 Be respectful and courteous of others
 Keep yourself on mute / turn off your video to 

lessen distractions
 Wait for your turn for your question to be asked
 If your question does not get addressed during the meeting, 

the planning team will respond in a timely manner

〉Questions about the material presented today

〉Thoughts and input for moving forward

〉Specific expectations for this project
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〉 How to ask questions:
〉 If participating 

virtually, please send 
in questions to 
Amanda Zullo in the 
"Chat" feature – OR –
use the "raise your 
hand" feature

〉 If participating at an in-
person venue, 
please write down 
your questions on the 
note card provided and 
bring your questions to 
your meeting 
venue’s moderator



THANK YOU Moffatt & Nichol
4700 Falls of Neuse Road

Suite 300
Raleigh, NC 27609
Tel: 919.781.4626

moffattnichol.com
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www.newbernnc.gov/resiliency
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